THE JUNK BIN
New Old Stock - Foundry Overruns - Grab Bags - Used & Surplus - Floor Sweepings

COPPER & BRASS THIN SPACES
One-half pound of copper & brass thins in
assorted sizes.
Some new, some used, all serviceable.
A mix of thins as salvaged from the cases of used
type that we have fonted up for sale.
Truth in Advertising Disclaimer: This material
will range from shiny-new and never used, to
well-used. The point sizes will range from 6
points on up and no representation is made of the
relative quantities or even that all point sizes will
be present. It's a grab-bag. Typically quantities
are greater of the smaller sizes.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $15.00

FOR DOG LOVERS ONLY
Click here and we'll throw in a treat for your
special pal!
Price: $0.00
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THE ATF TYPE FACE NUMBERING
SYSTEM— EXPLAINED
Here's a little 4-page plus cover publication, 4¼"
x 5½", composed and printed at Skyline, that
throws some light on the not-exactly-logical type
face numbering system used by American Type
Founders. FREE with any order!
Price: $0.00

NOS QUADS & SPACING, 6PT
New in the box, from Typefounders of Chicago.
Marked "Made in England"—Castcraft (TofC)
contracted with several old world foundries to
produce type for them in their later years.
Enough 6 point Q&S to last the rest of your life.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $14.00

NOS QUADS, 8PT
New in the box, from Typefounders of Chicago.
Marked "Made in England"—Castcraft (TofC)
contracted with several old world foundries to
produce type for them in their later years.
Enough 8 point quads to last the rest of your life.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $12.00
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MIXED QUADS & SPACING, 10PT
A mix of quads and spacing in this point size, as
salvaged from the cases of used type that we
have fonted up for sale.
Truth in Advertising Disclaimer: This material
will range from shiny-new and never used, to
black as night with a history going back into the
depths of time. No copper or brass thins. The
assortment will range from 2-point thins to multiquads, and no representation is made of the
relative quantities or even that all thicknesses will
be present. It's a grab-bag. There will likely be
some spacing that was made from cut-up strip
material, which was very common in the industry.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $14.00

MIXED QUADS & SPACING, 14PT
A mix of quads and spacing in this point size, as
salvaged from the cases of used type that we
have fonted up for sale.
Truth in Advertising Disclaimer: This material
will range from shiny-new and never used, to
black as night with a history going back into the
depths of time. No copper or brass thins. The
assortment will range from 2-point thins to multiquads, and no representation is made of the
relative quantities or even that all thicknesses will
be present. It's a grab-bag. There will likely be
some spacing that was made from cut-up strip
material, which was very common in the industry.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $14.00
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MIXED QUADS & SPACING, 18PT
A mix of quads and spacing in this point size, as
salvaged from the cases of used type that we
have fonted up for sale.
Truth in Advertising Disclaimer: This material
will range from shiny-new and never used, to
black as night with a history going back into the
depths of time. No copper or brass thins. The
assortment will range from 2-point thins to multiquads, and no representation is made of the
relative quantities or even that all thicknesses will
be present. It's a grab-bag. There will likely be
some spacing that was made from cut-up strip
material, which was very common in the industry.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $21.00

MIXED QUADS & SPACING, 24PT
A mix of quads and spacing in this point size, as
salvaged from the cases of used type that we
have fonted up for sale.
Truth in Advertising Disclaimer: This material
will range from shiny-new and never used, to
black as night with a history going back into the
depths of time. No copper or brass thins. The
assortment will range from 2-point thins to multiquads, and no representation is made of the
relative quantities or even that all thicknesses will
be present. It's a grab-bag. There will likely be
some spacing that was made from cut-up strip
material, which was very common in the industry.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $21.00
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MIXED QUADS & SPACING, 30PT
A mix of quads and spacing in this point size, as
salvaged from the cases of used type that we
have fonted up for sale.
Truth in Advertising Disclaimer: This material
will range from shiny-new and never used, to
black as night with a history going back into the
depths of time. No copper or brass thins. The
assortment will range from 2-point thins to multiquads, and no representation is made of the
relative quantities or even that all thicknesses will
be present. It's a grab-bag. There will likely be
some spacing that was made from cut-up strip
material, which was very common in the industry.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $21.00

MIXED QUADS & SPACING, 36PT
A mix of quads and spacing in this point size, as
salvaged from the cases of used type that we
have fonted up for sale.
Truth in Advertising Disclaimer: This material
will range from shiny-new and never used, to
black as night with a history going back into the
depths of time. No copper or brass thins. The
assortment will range from 2-point thins to multiquads, and no representation is made of the
relative quantities or even that all thicknesses will
be present. It's a grab-bag. There will likely be
some spacing that was made from cut-up strip
material, which was very common in the industry.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $21.00
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MIXED QUADS & SPACING, 42PT
A mix of quads and spacing in this point size, as
salvaged from the cases of used type that we
have fonted up for sale.
Truth in Advertising Disclaimer: This material
will range from shiny-new and never used, to
black as night with a history going back into the
depths of time. No copper or brass thins. The
assortment will range from 2-point thins to multiquads, and no representation is made of the
relative quantities or even that all thicknesses will
be present. It's a grab-bag. There will likely be
some spacing that was made from cut-up strip
material, which was very common in the industry.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $21.00

MIXED QUADS & SPACING, 60PT
A mix of quads and spacing in this point size, as
salvaged from the cases of used type that we
have fonted up for sale.
Truth in Advertising Disclaimer: This material
will range from shiny-new and never used, to
black as night with a history going back into the
depths of time. No copper or brass thins. The
assortment will range from 2-point thins to multiquads, and no representation is made of the
relative quantities or even that all thicknesses will
be present. It's a grab-bag. There will likely be
some spacing that was made from cut-up strip
material, which was very common in the industry.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $21.00
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MIXED QUADS & SPACING, 72PT
A mix of quads and spacing in this point size, as
salvaged from the cases of used type that we
have fonted up for sale.
Truth in Advertising Disclaimer: This material
will range from shiny-new and never used, to
black as night with a history going back into the
depths of time. No copper or brass thins. The
assortment will range from 2-point thins to multiquads, and no representation is made of the
relative quantities or even that all thicknesses will
be present. It's a grab-bag. There will likely be
some spacing that was made from cut-up strip
material, which was very common in the industry.
The photo is representative and may not be the
individual item shipped.
Price: $21.00

GEAR GUARD FOR C&P PRESS
Not a Chandler & Price factory part, nor is it
homemade, but a commercial aftermarket
attachment. The following trademark is stamped
on the front end with the ﬁrst and last lines set in
an arc:
ALVIA LAUNDER
1206 E. 55TH ST.
CHICAGO
PATENT ALLOWED
It's riveted sheet metal, clamps to the post
holding the upper feed board and has been
checked for ﬁt on 7x11, 8x12, and 10x15 presses.
Price: $34.00
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EGMONT DECORATIVE INITIALS +
DINGBATS
Complete used set of Egmont Decorative Initials
in 36 point.
Last line includes 27 picas of random old
dingbats.
Excellent condition with many or most initials
uninked.

Price: $30.00

UNIVERS #47 LIGHT CONDENSED
TITLE, 10PT [JB0212]
New old stock from Castcraft (Typefounders of
Chicago).
This is a title font (Caps, Figures, and Points) with
some quads & spacing also.
Price: $19.00

CLOISTER BOLD ITALIC W/SWASH
ATF100, 6PT [JB0214]
Complete used font from American Type
Founders.
With ligatures including ct st Qu.
Good clean condition with minimal use.
Price: $44.00
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GOUDY BOLD ITALIC ATF464, 8PT
CAPS [JB0210]
New old stock from American Type Founders.
This package contains caps only, plus some
points.
Price: $39.00 $29.00

LITHO ROMAN, 12PT [JB0208]
Complete used title font from unknown founder.
Generally good condition with a few types used,
but most uninked.
Price: $34.00

COOPER BLACK, 36PT
Complete used font from unknown founder.
Fair to good condition with special characters.
NOTE 1: There is only one (1) cap W.
NOTE 2. We have an additional seven lbs of
lowercase for this font.
Can be added cheap. Email if interested.
Price: $99.00
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GARAMOND ITALIC, 36PT
(INCOMPLETE)
This is an incomplete font (no lowercase J) from
unknown founder.
Includes a good selection of special ligatures.
Condition is excellent with minimum wear.
Price: $39.00

GARAMONT ITALIC, 24PT
Complete used font from unknown founder.
Includes f-ligatures plus ct and st.
Near new condition with few types inked.
Price: $119.00

MISCELLANEOUS OLD ORNAMENTS
#98
Price: $59.00 $54.37
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GARAMOND BOLD, 48PT
Complete used font from unknown founder.
Good to very good condition with some types
uninked.
Includes single-open-quote and all f-ligatures.
Price: $179.00 $114.25

GARAMOND BOLD ITALIC ATF489,
48PT
Used font from American Type Founders, with
original early 20th century package label.
Complete except for some ﬁgures, good to very
good condition with some types uninked.
Includes single-open-quote, f-ligatures, and
various swash/special caps, lowercase, ligatures
and logotype The.
Price: $139.00 $88.72

MISCELLANEOUS OLD ORNAMENTS
#100
Price: $59.00 $54.37
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MISCELLANEOUS OLD ORNAMENTS
#101
Price: $59.00 $54.37

GARAMOND ITALIC ATF460, 18PT
Complete used font with ligatures from American
Type Founders.
Excellent clean condition, largely uninked.
Price: $119.00

GARAMOND ITALIC ATF460
(ANGLE-BODY), 36PT
Complete used front from American Type
Founders.
Excellent clean condition with many types
uninked.
See Note below.
NOTE: This type is cast on ATF's proprietary
Angle-Body, which eliminates kerns. Angle-Body
type requires special angled spacing and line-end
wedges. This font contains only two and a half
pairs of wedges and a small handful of thin
spaces. However, spacing and wedges from any
other 36 point ATF Angle-Body font can be used.
Price: $129.00
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GARAMOND ITALIC ATF460, 24PT
Complete used font from American Type
Founders,
includes f-ligatures.
Excellent clean condition with many types
uninked.
Price: $109.00

CIVILITÉ ATF482, 18PT
This 18pt is complete in Caps, Lowercase, and
Points, but has no Figures.
See Note Below
If we all could go back in time and buy just one
type face from American Type Founders, what
would it be? I'll bet folks would be standing in line
for Civilité. This is our score of the year, found in
a dusty old type cabinet rescued from a longclosed, jam-packed shed in a small southwestern
desert town. Lacking a comprehensive specimen
of Civilité, I can't determine whether all specials
are there, but this font is loaded with 'em.
Price: $229.00

DOM CASUAL ATF696, 36PT
Used font from American Type Founders.
Generally good condition with light wear and
some ink blackening.
Includes all ligatures and specials.
Price: $139.00
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ROLLER KEEPERS
Set of 2
Ever had your press throw a roller? Best case—it
jumps out, falls free of the press, and gets ink all
over the ﬂoor. Worst case—it falls down inside,
jams the press when it closes; the roller is ruined,
one or both sidearms of the press shatter, and
you go to the emergency room with shrapnel
wounds. Not pretty!
These simple little keepers came as standard
equipment on Gordon-style presses but in many
cases have been removed and lost over the
years. We have fabricated replacement keepers
for several of our own presses, and now oﬀer
them to you as well. They're made from 0.095"
copper-plated steel rod and will ﬁt right into the
holes on your roller saddles. Just insert them in
the saddle and put a slight bend in the bottom
end, and you're protected forever against the
multitudinous evils of a thrown roller.
(The photo is of a keeper made for our own 1905
C&P 7x11, just now coming out of a full
restoration. No, the press is not for sale!)
Price: $7.00

BIAS FURNITURE SET
Instantly converts your standard chase to a bias
chase.
Best practice when locking up a form is of course
to have the lines of type parallel to the rollers.
Setting the form at a slight angle, however, will
make the initial contact of the rollers on the type
smoother. But that's not the primary reason for
using bias furniture. When printing a box border,
or any form with rule or a line of type
perpendicular to the rollers, the full length of that
line will contact the surface of the roller at the
same place in its circumference, which results in
poor inking. Bias furniture introduces a slight
angle to the form so that the vertical line or
border contacts the roller in a gentle spiral. We
consulted our alchemist's charts and determined
that the optimum angle for this would be 1
degree, 7 minutes, 24.6 seconds. Bias furniture
is a simple, inexpensive item that will facilitate a
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permanent improvement in your platen
presswork.
Sets are in stock for 8×12 and 10×15 presses,
but we can make them for any chase size—just
send us an email with your request. (Really big
sizes may require special packaging and extra
postage beyond our ﬂat rate.)
Price: $15.00
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